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Abstract—In this paper, we consider two enhancements for
self-heterodyne OFDM (Self-Het OFDM): subcarrier pairing and
smart carrier positioning (SCP). We analyze their performance
over a practical 60 GHz indoor RF channel. This channel deviates
from the standard AWGN and Rayleigh fading models for Line
of Sight (LoS) and Non LoS. We show that for NLoS channels
they can jointly improve the diversity order and performance by
7.7 dB at BER of 10−2, when compared to the standard self-het
OFDM. Similar improvements are observed for channels with
strong LoS components.

Keywords: Precoding, diversity, OFDM, self-heterodyne,

multipath fading, non-coherent detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

In millimeter-wave and terahertz communications, the im-

plementation of stable and low complexity receivers is techni-

cally challenging due to instabilities of oscillators and mixers.

Hence, significant levels of phase noise are commonly experi-

enced in RF receivers even if advanced frequency stabilization

techniques [2], [3] are used.

Conventional orthogonal frequency division multiplexing

(OFDM) is a popular technique to combat multipath fading

for wireless communications. However, for the millimeter-

wave and terahertz communications, OFDM is known to have

performance degradation due to high levels of residual phase

noise at such high frequencies [1]. In 2001, Shoji et. al. pro-

posed self-heterodyne OFDM (self-het OFDM) in [6], [7] as

an alternative OFDM technique to compensate these high-level

oscillator instabilities in 60 GHz RF bands. In self-het OFDM,

the transmitter sends both the local RF carrier and the OFDM

subcarriers, and a square-law circuitry (self-mixing) is used at

the receiver to down-convert the RF signal. This removes the

needs of a local carrier, carrier frequency correction and carrier

phase recovery. Since the transmitted local RF carrier phase

is synchronous with the OFDM subcarriers, self-het OFDM

receivers have theoretically zero phase noise and is extremely

stable. However, this advantage comes at the cost of a 50%
reduction in rate.

For self-het OFDM, we previously proposed the following

two enhancements:

Smart carrier positioning (SCP): It was shown in [11]

that the entire OFDM symbol subjects to an outage, if the

local RF carrier experiences deep fading. In the SCP, the

receiver estimates the optimum RF carrier location (i.e. carrier

frequency) using the available channel state information (CSI),

and sends it back to the transmitter. Hence, the SCP can

significantly reduce the occurrence of this outage.

Subcarrier pairing scheme [12]: In self-het OFDM, unbal-

ance signal-to-interference noise ratios (SINRs) occur over all

subcarriers. The subcarrier pairing is performed across those

OFDM subcarriers by grouping good OFDM subcarriers with

high SINRs and bad OFDM subcarriers with low SINRs, in

order to improve the overall system performance [12].

In our previous work, we analyzed these enhancements for

self-het OFDM over Rayleigh fading channels. However, in

millimeter and terahertz channels, the channel fading charac-

teristics may deviate from Rayleigh fading, and more accurate

channel models are required for such system performance

evaluations. One such model was proposed in [9] by modi-

fying the conventional Saleh-Valenzuela (SV) model [10] and

experimentally estimating the relevant parameters for 60 GHz

indoor RF channels. In this paper, we adopt this channel model

and we analyze the performance of the enhanced self-het

OFDM using SCP and subcarrier pairing over such channels.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review

the 60 GHz indoor RF channel model and self-het OFDM

systems. In Section III, we present the two enhancements:

SCP and subcarrier pairing. In Section IV, we show the

simulation results on these enhancements over 60 GHz indoor

RF channels. Finally, we draw the conclusions in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Channel Model

A modified Saleh-Valenzuela (SV) model is presented in

[9] for 60 GHz indoor (millimeter-wave) RF communication

channels. This model is based on a combination of the

conventional SV-model [10] and a modified two-path model

[9]. This is because that the conventional SV-model does not

capture the line of sight (LoS) components appearing in such

channels, and the single reflection rays are as strong as LoS, as

demonstrated in [9]. We let htwo(t) and hsv(t) be the impulse

response of two-path channel model and the impulse response

of SV model, respectively. Then the combined channel impulse

response is given by [9]

hsv
′ (t) = htwo(t) +

√

1

K + 1
hsv(t) (1)
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where K is the Rician K-factor. It is shown in [9] that the

impulse response of the two-path channel model

htwo(t) = αδ(t)

is considered to be a random variable, where α is assumed to

follow a Gaussian distribution, α ∼ N (
√

K/(K + 1), σ2
α),

and σα denotes the standard deviation of α. The impulse

response of the SV-channel model is given by [10]

hsv(t) =
L
∑

l=1

Ml
∑

m=1

ξlβlmejθlmδ(t− Tl − τlm) (2)

where L,Ml, Tl, τlm represent the total number of clusters of

rays, the total number of rays in the l-th cluster, the arrival

interval of the l−th cluster, the arrival interval of the m-th

ray in the l-th cluster, respectively. The terms βlm and θlm
denote the amplitude and phase of the m−th ray at the l−th

cluster. The term ξl denotes the amplitude of the l−th cluster

of rays. Then the distributions of inter-cluster arrival times and

inter-ray arrival times are given by [10]

P (Tl|Tl−1) = Λ exp {−Λ(Tl − Tl−1)}
P (τlm|τl(m−1)) = λ exp {−λ(τlm − τl(m−1))}

where Λ and λ denote the cluster and ray arrival rates,

respectively, and l,m > 0. It was shown in [9] that the

phase θlm follows a uniform distribution over [0, 2π), and the

average path gain is given by [9]

Ωlm = E[|ξlβlm|2] = Ω0e
−Tl/Γe−τlm/γ (3)

where Ω0 = |ξ1β11|2 and Γ, γ denote cluster and ray

power-decay time constants, respectively. The amplitudes of

ξl and βlm in (2) follow two independent log-normal dis-

tributions with standard deviations σ1 and σ2, respectively.

Hence, |ξlβlm| also follows a log-normal distribution, i.e.,

(20 log10(|ξlβlm|) ∼ N (µlm, σ2
1 + σ2

2)), where

µlm =
10 ln(Ω0)− 10

(

Tl

Γ + τlm
γ

)

ln(10)
− ln(10)(σ2

1 + σ2
2)

20
.

The response of the k-th OFDM subcarrier can be obtained

by taking the Fourier transform of (1), i.e.,

Hk , H(fc + k∆f) (4)

= α+

L
∑

l=1

Ml
∑

m=1

ξlβlme[−j{2π(fc+k∆f)(Tl+τlm)−θlm}]

where ∆f is the OFDM subcarrier spacing and fc denotes the

RF carrier frequency.

B. Self-het OFDM

A block diagram of the self-het OFDM communication

system is shown in Fig. 1, where N , Ng and Nx denote the

size of Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT), the number

of subcarriers omitted, and the number of OFDM subcarriers

used to encode information, respectively, and N = Ng +Nx.

At the transmitter, the information is first mapped to OFDM

symbols Xk, k = 1, ..., Nx, using M−QAM signalling.
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Fig. 1. Self-Het OFDM communication system

Those OFDM signals are then transmitted over Nx OFDM

subcarriers, followed by the IFFT operation and the addition

of the cyclic prefix (CP) with a length sufficient to avoid

inter-symbol interference (ISI). Then both parallel-to-serial

conversion and digital-to-analogue conversion are used to

generate the continuous time-domain OFDM signal s(t), i.e.,

s(t) = ℜ
{

Nx
∑

k=1

Xke
j2π(fc+Bg+k∆f)t

}

(5)

where Bg = Ng∆f denotes the frequency gap between the

carrier and the first OFDM subcarrier. The RF signal x(t) is

then generated as x(t) = A cos (2πfct)+ s(t), where A is the

RF carrier amplitude.

When the RF signal x(t) is transmitted over the 60 GHz

RF fading channel hsv
′ (t), given in (1), the received signal is

given by

r(t) = hsv
′ (t) ∗ x(t) + n(t) (6)

where n(t) ∼ N (0, σ2) is the additive white Gaussian noise

(AWGN) with the noise power σ2. At the receiver, the non-

linear operation y(t) = |r(t)|2 down-converts the passband

signal to the baseband signal. Since the local RF carrier signal

is embedded in the received signal, this down-conversion does

not involve any local carrier generation, carrier frequency

correction, and carrier phase recovery at the receiver. If the

guard band Bg satisfies Bg ≥ Bx, the information can be

recovered completely by only considering the Nx OFDM
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subcarriers, as shown in [11]. It was also shown in [11] that,

since the non-linear down-conversion generates high frequency

and DC components, a low pass filter (LPF) with a cutoff

frequency Bg + Bx and a DC filter are used before the

sampling and the analog-to-digital conversion (ADC). Then,

the CP removal, serial-to-parallel conversion and the FFT

operation are performed to recover the information symbols

carried over the Nx OFDM subcarriers, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

The equivalent discrete baseband model of self-het OFDM

under multipath fading channels can be written as [11]

Yk = AHc
∗HkXk + Ẑk (7)

where Yk, Hk, Hc, and Ẑk are the received information

symbol at the k-th OFDM subcarrier, the equivalent channel

response at the k-th OFDM subcarrier, the equivalent channel

response at the local RF carrier, and the equivalent noise

component, respectively. In moderate and high SNR regions,

the equivalent noise power of the k-th carrier can be given by

[11]

σ2
Ẑk

= σ2A2

(

|Hc|2 +
λ(k)

ηNx

)

(8)

where

λ(k) =
2Nx

Nx +Ng
(Ng +Nx − k)

and η denotes the local RF carrier-to-signal power ratio [11].

III. ENHANCEMENTS OF SELF-HET OFDM

The channel model presented in Section II (A) is used to

analyze the performance of the following two enhancements.

A. Smart Carrier Positioning Technique

In [11], we propose the Smart Carrier Positioning (SCP)

technique to avoid transmitting the carrier in a deep fading

scenario. As shown in (7), if the local RF carrier is transmitted

over a bad channel (i.e. |Hc| << 1), the entire OFDM symbol

experiences deep fading. Using the SCP, the local RF carrier

can be selectively positioned either on the left or the right

handside of the OFDM subcarriers, as shown in Fig. 2. We

note that if the local RF carrier is placed in the right handside,

the information subcarriers are transmitted in the lower band.

In this case, the transmitted OFDM symbols must be Xk
∗,

instead of Xk, in order to receive the information symbols

correctly, as shown in Fig. 2. In SCP, the carrier is placed in

the î-th position such that,

î = argmax
i∈{1,...P

2
,

N−P
2
,...,N}

{|Hi|2} (9)

where |Hî|2 is the channel gain at the carrier and P denotes

the total number of potential carrier positions. Let p = î, if

the carrier is positioned on the left handside; and we let p =
N+1−î, if it is positioned on the right handside. Then we have

Bg = Bx = ∆f(N +1−p)/2, where p ∈ {1, 2, ..., P/2}. We

note that the positioning strategy in (9) can be implemented

at the transmitter with the known channel state information.
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Fig. 2. Smart carrier positioning.

Otherwise, the position î is chosen at the receiver and can

be fed back to the transmitter site. Furthermore, we note that

the number of potential carrier positions required to achieve

the optimum performance is very small [11]. Hence, the rate

loss due to the allocation of the potential carrier position is

almost negligible for OFDM systems with large number of

subcarriers.

B. OFDM subcarrier pairing

In [12], we present a subcarrier pairing scheme to improve

the overall bit error rate (BER) performance of self-het OFDM

communications. As shown in (8), the equivalent noise power

of the k-th carrier σ2
Ẑk

depends on the subcarrier index k,

where σ2
Ẑk

decreases with k. Hence, unbalanced SINRs occurs

in self-het OFDM subcarriers. Pairing, originally proposed in

[13] for MIMO systems, can be used to pair good subcarriers

with high SINRs and bad subcarriers with low SINRs, so that

the overall system performance can be improved.

At the transmitter, information symbols are first grouped

in pairs before the transmission using Nx OFDM subcarriers.

Let Φ = {(ai, bi), i = 1, ..., Nx/2} be the set of M-QAM

information symbol pairs transmitted over an OFDM symbol.

To generate two pre-coded symbols, each symbol pair (ai, bi)
is first multiplied by an exp (jθi) where θi is the rotation angle

for the i-th pair. Subsequently, IQ component interleaving [14]

is performed across two precoded symbols (ai, bi) as

X̂pi
= ℜ{ai exp (jθi)}+ jℜ{bi exp (jθi)}

X̂qi = ℑ{ai exp (jθi)}+ jℑ{bi exp (jθi)}
(10)

to generate the coded symbol pairs Ψ = {(X̂pi
, X̂qi), i =

1, ..., Nx/2}, where {(pi, qi), i = 1, ..., Nx/2} denotes the
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indices of each subcarrier pair, and it forms a partition of

the Nx subcarriers. For example, one of the pairing methods

can be

(pi, qi) = (i,Nx − i+ 1) i = 1, . . . , Nx/2 (11)

and we assume the pairing method in (11) for the remainder

of the paper. As shown in [13], the overall BER performance

can be improved by optimizing θi for each precoded symbol

pair. Let γpi
and γqi be the instantaneous SINRs of OFDM

subcarriers used to transmit X̂pi
and X̂qi , respectively. The

condition number βi is then defined as [13]

βi ,

√

γqi
γpi

. (12)

The optimal θk
opt are given in [13]

θi
opt =







π/4 βi ≤
√
3

tan−1
{

−
√

(βi
2−1)2−βi

2

+ (βi
2−1)

}

βi >
√
3.

(13)

and θi
opt are computed for i = 1, ..., Nx/2, and used to

generate the corresponding coded symbol pairs at the trans-

mitter. Then, (X̂pi
, X̂qi) are mapped to Nx self-het OFDM

subcarriers. If the channel state information available at the

transmitter (CSIT), the selection of the optimum pair can

be performed using the sorted instantaneous SINR vector

[12] estimated at the transmitter. Otherwise, pairing must be

performed with average SINR , i.e., subcarriers located far

from the local RF carrier is paired with those located close to

the local RF carrier.

At the receiver, the maximum likelihood decoding (MLD)

is used to decode the original information symbols. Let Ĥpi
,

where Ĥpi
, H∗

cHNg+i, and Ĥqi , where Ĥqi , H∗
cHN−i+1,

be the equivalent channel responses of the (Ng + i)-th and

(N − i+1)-th OFDM subcarriers, respectively. From (7), the

received symbols of (Ng + i)-th and (N − i + 1)-th OFDM

subcarriers can be written as

Ŷpi
= AHpi

X̂pi
+ Ẑpi

Ŷqi = AHqiX̂qi + Ẑqi .
(14)

The MLD is performed to find the decoded information

symbols in i-th pair as

âi = argmin
X∈X

{

|ℜ{H∗

pi
Ŷpi}−A|Hpi

|2ℜ{X exp (jθi)}|
2

+|ℜ{H∗

qi
Ŷqi}−A|Hqi

|2ℑ{X exp (jθi)}|
2

}

b̂i = argmin
X∈X

{

|ℑ{H∗

pi
Ŷpi}−A|Hpi

|2ℜ{X exp (jθi)}|
2

+|ℑ{H∗

qi
Ŷqi}−A|Hqi

|2ℑ{X exp (jθi)}|
2

}

(15)

where X is the M-QAM constellation.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present the simulation results of SCP and

subcarrier pairing for self-het OFDM over the channel model

introduced in Section II(A). SCP is conducted according to (9).

The pairing scheme is based on (11) and the optimal rotation

angles are chosen according to (13). In Table I, we provide a

summary of key simulation parameters for our simulations. In

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Case (A) Case (B)

(Λ, λ) (1/21.1 ns, 1/2.68 ns) (1/40 ns, 1/15 ns)

(Γ, γ) (22.3 ns, 17.2 ns) (25 ns, 20 ns)

(σ1, σ2, σα) (7.27,4.42,3) dB (7.27,4.42,3) dB

N 256

Ts 2.5 ns

η 0.6

(Nx, Ng) (128,128)

∆f 1.5625 MHz

P 10

Modulation 4-QAM

Case (A), we consider a 60 GHz indoor radio environment,

where the relevant parameters are taken from [9]. We note that

the cluster and ray arrival rates are comparatively high, since

it models an indoor environment. In Case (B), we consider a

scenario where the cluster and ray arrival rates are moderate.

This corresponds to a longer indoor space (e.g. open space

office layouts).

Fig. 3(a) compares the magnitude of channel response (i.e.

|Hk| in (4)) for the Cases (A) and (B), when there is no LOS

signal (i.e. α = 0). In case (A), we note that the channel

response has a good agreement with the Rayleigh distribution

due to the the higher cluster and ray arrival rates (see Fig.

3(b)). However, in Case (B), the channel is deviating from the

Rayleigh distribution due to the low cluster and ray arrival

rates, as shown in Fig. 3(c).

For NLoS channels, Fig. 4 shows the BER performance

improvements by the proposed enhancements (i.e. SCP and

subcarrier pairing technique) for both Case (A) and (B). In

Case (A), the proposed enhancements offer combined SNR

gain of 7.7 dB at BER of 10−2, where SCP technique and

subcarrier pairing scheme provide individual gains of 5 dB and

2.7 dB, respectively. We note that the improvements in Case

(A) are approximately the same as the improvements obtained

in a Rayleigh fading channel model. However, in Case (B), the

BER performance are slightly better compared to Case (A),

since the channel is not as severely faded as in Case (A) (see

Fig. 3(a)). In Case (B), the proposed enhancements offer 7.2
dB combined gain at BER of 10−2.

In Fig. 4, we also note the diversity order of standard self-

het OFDM is less than 1, and the proposed enhancements

help the self-het OFDM scheme to improve the diversity order

significantly in both scenarios. This diversity improvement

results from two factors: (i) the SCP technique significantly

minimizes the outage problem experienced in standard self-het

OFDM [11] and (ii) the IQ component interleaving and con-

stellation rotation used in the subcarrier pairing scheme ensure

that at least half the information associated with the original

symbol pair (i.e. {(ai, bi), i = 1, ..., Nx/2}) is transmitted in

the case of one channel suffers from deep fading [12].

Fig. 5 analyzes the variation of the SNR gains (i.e. from

SCP and subcarrier pairing techniques) for channel Cases (A)

and (B) with Rician K-factor. We note that the SNR gains
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for K -factor < −10B of channel Cases (A) and (B) are 7.7
dB and 7.2 dB, respectively. At K = 0, self-het OFDM

enhancements contribute 7 dB SNR gain for both the channel

cases. As shown in Fig. 5, those gains decrease with the K -

factor. We note that proposed enhancements offer considerable

improvements up to K < 12.5 dB, and then reach a fixed gain

of 0.5 dB. This fixed 0.5 dB gain is due to the imbalance SNRs

of OFDM subcarriers in LoS dominated channels [12].

V. CONCLUSION

This paper analyzes the enhanced self-het OFDM using SCP

and subcarrier pairing over a practical 60 GHz indoor RF
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channel model. We show that, for channels with high ray and

cluster arrival rates, the Rayleigh fading assumption is valid.

Otherwise, the channel deviates significantly from standard

Rayleigh fading models for NLoS. In such NLoS channels,

the proposed enhancements improve diversity order and the

BER performance of self-het OFDM by at least 7.7 dB at BER

of 10−2, when compared to the standard self-het OFDM. For

LoS channels, the proposed enhancements improve the BER

performance of self-het OFDM by 4 dB and 0.5 dB, given the

channel Rician K-factor of 5 dB and 20 dB (i.e. a dominant

LoS component appears), respectively. We finally note that

SCP and subcarrier pairing require a relatively low complexity

receiver structure and very limited feedback.
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